Installation Instruction 4

HP5500 Shipping Lock [CC-1055] Installation Instruction
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One major function of this shipping
lock is to prevent the developer roller
and the toner charging roller from
contact during transportation.

To install the CC-1055 shipping lock,
first separate the toner hopper
reservoir and waste section of the
cartridge as shown in photo.
T.P.E. shipping lock CC-1055 includes
an orange locking Strap and an
orange side cap as indicated in the
photo. Firstly, define the left and right
side of the locking strap as the photo.

Start from the left side of the toner
hopper reservoir. Insert the orange flat
head strip of the left side of the locking
strap into the bottom of the toner
charging roller saddle next to the
developer roller spacer. Push the
orange strip in the direction of arrow
until the toner charging roller saddle
raises up and sits onto the concave
recess area indicated by the red circle.
Insert the head of the other strip into
the slot at the location indicated by the
red circle.
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4)

On the right side of the toner hopper
reservoir, repeat the same operation
as the left side of the toner hopper
reservoir. Insert the orange flat head
strip of the right side lock belt into the
bottom of the right side toner charging
roller saddle next to the developer
roller spacer. Push the orange strip in
the direction of the arrow until the
toner charging roller saddle raises up
and sits onto the concave recess area
as describe in (2). Now the whole
toner charging roller should have been
raised up a small amount to create
clearance with the developer roller.
Insert the other pointed head strip into
the small slot at the bottom of the right
side toner hopper reservoir indicated
by the red circle.

5)

6)

Assemble the waste section back to
the toner hopper reservoir with the
large orange locking strap loop placed
over the top of waste section as
indicated in the photo.
Insert the 2 pivot pins to fix the waste
section and toner hopper reservoir
back together.
Then snap the orange side cap
provided onto the right side of the
complete cartridge as indicated in the
photo. Connect the soft plastic strap
end into the small slot on the orange
side cap as indicated by the red circle.
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8)

Finally apply two adhesive tapes to
hold the locking strap loop in place.
This completes the installation process
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